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of the old Lucknaw Pact, rather than purchase joint electorates by paying the exces-
sive price that Muslims are now demanding.   But I shall never agree to 'the heads
I win and tails you lose' policy, that seems to be now pursued by the Mahomedan
community.   I firmly believe that that policy is calculated to worsen the communal
position much more than it could be done by the existence of merely communal
electorates,   The maintenance of present majorities and communal advantages in
their entirety, creation of new provinces with a communal intent and outlook and
at the same time a veto upon redistribution of provinces in such a way  as to reduce
the present Muslim majorities, even though required for administrative convenience or
efficiency, the insistence upon a fully proportionable share in services without regard
for efficiency of administration, the  insistence on residuary powers being given to
provinces, the reservation of one-third seats in the Legislative Assembly for Muslims,
all these to my mind have a purpose less innocent than the removal of the stigma
of communal electorates and to set up a political India on a really notionalist basis.
And I think, the Hindu Maha sabha should therefore,  firmly stick to its resolution
passed at Delhi, Jubbulpore and  Surat.     That resolution is  not communal either
m word or intention.   Further I do not consider it to be a disgrace to be called;
communal, if it is communal to use  one's intellect to analyse objective position^
to guess the intentions and fathom the motives of a rival community, and to be wide
awake, alert and assertive in opposition to what one honestly thinks to be harmful
to the interests of one's own community,
Proceedings   &   Resolutions
The Conference re-assembled on the next day, the 28th August, in  the morning.
After passing a condolence resolution the conference passed the following resolutions:—
 (2)	This Conference declares that the Sangathan movement is an indispensable
necessity for the reorganisation and revitalising of the  Hindu  Society,  for   tfe
attainment   of   National Freedom as well as for inter-communal unity and &e
Conference calls upon the Hindu community of Bengal to establish a net work of
Jitndu   Sabhas   throughout the province towards the success of the Sangathaa
movement.
 (3)	This Conference js of opinion that the   Hindus have been exercising the
right of conversion from time immemorial and have every right to  exercise it at %e
present time* that preaching and missionary work should be  undertaken on an
organised   scale for carrying the message of Hinduism to the non-Hindus who
faith in Hindu religion and who should be converted and taught the Shastras.
(4}   This   Conference  is   of opinion that widow-remarriage is in accordance
the   injunctions  of   the Hindu Shastras, and that it should be fostered amongst the
Hindus in the interest of the natural growth of Hindu Society.
(5) This Conference of the Hindus of Bengal considers that in some parts of
the province the right to lead processions with music along public roads has . f>$e?i
gravely hampered and therefore thia Conference urges upon the Hindus to assert
their Tight everywhere.
abduction 01? women
The Conference at this stage adjourned but re-assembled at 5 in the afternoon wta
the following resolutions about abduction and offences againsc Hindu women,
complete social equality of all castes and others were passed with some discussion :—
(1) Whereas cases of abduction and offences against them are increasing at aa
alarming rate throughout the Province, specially in North and East Bengal
whereas these offences are mostly being committed by organised gangs and of
purpose, and whereas chastity of woman is the most sacred virtue of a ;woman
as the Government have signally failed to check  a class  of  oftences  tfufc is
loathsome in the eyes  of   society   and   whereas  the  failure   has   created ra»
iinary situation of extreme insecurity about life and honour in   many  $&ris
Province this Conference resolves :—
Hgfc every  Hindu should  consider  it to be his first and foremost du% to
$t& tenour of hearth and home by all possible means ;	,,
Eb#t   ii&  should   be   prepared for every sacrifice for upholding the
of

